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P.O. Box 538 
East Granby, CT 06026 
Ph: (860) 844-0101  
www.WildlifeControlSupplies.com 

 

Product Overview 
 

Floating Muskrat Trap:  (WCSFMT1) 24 x 18 x 2   18 lbs  Multi catch (Live or Lethal) 

 

When you get a lot of muskrats and a lot of people watching how do you trap without the problems of 

pets, kids and adults?  Well, we catch them along the edges of the pond with the Floating Muskrat Trap.  

These traps can be set for live capture or lethal based on how you set the dive tubes.  This design was 

derived from the damage control traps used in Europe.  WCS made a few modifications and made one 

that works well in the urban settings as well in the large lakes and ponds.  These traps completely 

eliminate non-targets (animals) such as Raccoons in the spring muskrat season.   

 

The concept is simple and the design can be altered to fit your needs.  A simple wire box is attached to a 

floating platform made of Styrofoam sandwiched between plywood.  The platform should have a resting 

area in front of the entrance.  The entrance is a gravity door made of wire.  The trap is baited with food 

(Apples) and a small amount of Muskrat gland lure or a curiosity lure, ie: Muskrat Love is smeared in 

the back corner opposite the doorway.  Inside the trap is a four-inch “plunge or dive” hole.  Under the trap 

is a collecting basket or cage made of wire.   

 

The Muskrat enters the trap attempting to get the bait but can't get back out thru the door after it closes. 

So it dives through the hole into the basket below.  To make the trap lethal place the PVC tube into the 

hole with the end extending three inches into the bottom basket.  Attach the tube to the underside of the 

float.  It will quickly drown the muskrat and keep it out of site until you empty the trap.  If you prefer live 

capture place the PVC tube like a column inside the upper chamber. This prevents captured muskrats 

from diving down the “plunge” hole and drowning.  (Caution they are not very sociable animals and they 

will bite). 
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Suggested Lures 

 

Dobbins  NWSPD006   Muskrat #1    1 & 4 oz 

Bob Noonan   WCSBNML  Muskrat Love  4 & 16 0z   Food with musk oil 

Kishels  WCSKML  Muskrat Lure   4 oz    Food call lure 

 

Tips: 

Bait should be placed in top cage just behind the back of the Door, secured with a piece of wire to keep it 

from floating around in the trap and blocking the door or falling in the dive hole.  

Some bait that has proven effective is yellow and green apples, carrots, parsnips and potatoes. 

 

A small amount of Muskrat Gland lure or Curiosity lure in the doorway will help attract the Muskrats to 

the platform. It is important to place the trap near the shoreline as close to muskrat sign as possible. Trap 

can be secured with rope to a stake driven into the bank or attached to a weight. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

 

Required Tools: Hog Ring Pliers, Phillips Screwdriver, Pliers  

 

Entry Door   The entry door as it is received measures 11”L x 5”W. The door when completed is 

mounted 1” inside the edge of the wire mesh opening, using hog rings. This is a passive door, meaning it 

is NOT spring-loaded and acts as the door on a typical muskrat colony trap. 

 

The finished door is 9” in length with a 2” “foot” bent into it. Using the edge of a 2 x 4 or a piece of angle 

iron, bend the wire mesh door across the 5” width 2” from one end. Make the bend approx. 45. This is so 

the door when finished, the foot will sit flush with the wooden platform.   \_  

 

Clean-Out & Baiting Door  A wire mesh door and measuring 8” x 7” and locking clasp is provided, 

however it is optional. You can create a door which provides access into the top chamber for cleanout & 

baiting.  If you decide you want a door into the top chamber the wire mesh cutout area is marked in red as 

a guideline, the corners of the door itself are denoted in black on the mesh.  You want to cut the hole into 

the top wire mesh panel smaller than the door which is provided. The wire door clasp is attached using J-

clips (provided), such that the hooked end grabs the wire mesh and keeps the door in the closed position. 

The corners of the door panel are marked in black on the top panel. It is highly recommended that you lay 

the door panel on the wire mesh to ensure proper positioning BEFORE you start cutting. Use hog rings 

along one side of the door for a hinge.   

 

PVC Dive Tube  The PVC dive tube is provided to convert the floating muskrat trap into a live capture 

device.  By placing the 4” piece of PVC tube in to the dive opening leading to the lower chamber and 

anchoring it in place by using the nails (included). Place the tube in to the round dive opening and from 

inside the tube slide the nails through the holes into the pink Styrofoam so the PVC is like a column 

inside the upper chamber. This prevents captured muskrats from diving down the “plunge” hole and 

drowning.  

 

Baiting: The WCS Floating Muskrat trap works best when baited with apples, carrots, parsnips, etc. Tie 

the bait into the far rear corner of the top chamber with fine wire, opposite the door. Using a muskrat 

gland or curiosity lure such as Muskrat Love increases its’ attractiveness.  
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Flotation 

The WCS Floating Muskrat trap is made to float with the top surface of the platform slightly above the 

surface of the water. If for whatever reason you feel it doesn’t have enough buoyancy, you can use the 

pool toys called “noodles”, cut to length and attached to each side of the platform to increase the flotation. 

 

Bottom Compartment 

The bottom compartment or the chamber that the muskrats dive into and drown is hinged on the backside. 

It is held in place on the bottom side of the platform by locking it in the closed position with the eyebolt.  

By turning the eyebolt length-wise you are able to lower and clean-out the chamber, by raising the 

chamber past the eyebolt and turning it sideways the chamber is locked in place. 


